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I believe that organizational effectiveness has always been the goal of Human
Performance Technology - that is; HPT as defined by Joe Harless in the February
1992 P&! Journal as "the process of analysis, design, development, testing, imple-
mentation and evaluation of relevant and cost-effective interventions on worthy
human performance."

I also believe that organizational effectiveness is the goal of the emerging Total
Quality Management movement, which is variously defined as conformance to
requirements, continuous process improvement, and meeting customer expectations.

At the core of HPT is the point of view of the human being. At the core of TQM
is the point of view of the process. Despite the differing perspectives, can the tools
and techniques of HPT support TQM in achieving that joint goal of organizational
effectiveness?

I've often been frustrated during my 15 years as a member of HPT organizations
such as NSPI, frustrated because the power of HPT has not been widely recognized.
The problem exists on a macro level and a micro level. On the macro level, corporate
America just isn't paying sufficient attention to what we have to offer. On the micro
level, everyone who knows what HPT means also knows how difficult it is to explain,
say to a seat-mate on the airplane.

This frustration, I've found, is not mine alone. In the February 1992 P & I
Journal, Bob Mager confessed, "It's embarrassing to have to add several paragraphs
of explanation to convey the essence of what you do." And Richard Pearlstein admits
that as a profession "our impact is still relatively small."

At the same time, we see the growing impact of TQM. Many of us are beginning
to believe that TQM is, in fact, the new paradigm for those who wish to contribute to
achieving organizational effectiveness. As HPT practitioners, that conclusion leaves
us with three alternatives: compete with the new paradigm, quit the struggle, or join
forces with TQM in a joint effort to accomplish our mutual goal.

I wrote this article and two accompanying articles in this issue after much soul-
searching. HPT is my life. It gave me my vocation, and it helped me to raise a com-
passionate, warm, and wonderful daughter. But I also recognize that TQM is the wave
of the future. If we want to increase awareness of HPT, we must learn to partner with
the TQM movement.

Many HPT professionals are still getting acquai~ted with TQM. Inside this news-
letter [pages 6 through 8] you'll find an overview of how HPT and TQM might
approach the same organizational effectiveness problem - and you'll discover that
you might know more than you think about the way TQM practitioners work. You'll
also discover how the tools and techniques of HPT can support TQM. I
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Dear Clients and Friends:

Over the past several years, it's become appar-

ent to us that the world of work is undergoing a
paradigm shift of a magnitude that has occurred
only once or twice since the Industrial Revolution.

It is a shift capable of engendering vastly superior
organizational performance. It is a shift with impli-

cations for those involved in training, TQM,
human resources, and organizational design.

The paradigm shift is the movement away from structures and practices
developed to support mass production to what many are calling "lean produc-

tion." This new paradigm is characterized by:
Focus on customers

Teams and teamwork
Continuous improvement

Quantitative decision making

Elimination of waste

Bureaucracy busting

New roles for managers

Focus on process.

Organizations that have adopted the new paradigm are able to achieve simultaneous breakthrough improvements in cost,
quality, cycle time, and other performance indicators. At the same time, the shift to a new mode of business scares people -

it is not business as usual. Just as one of Deming's basic tenets was "drive out the fear," part of managing the transition to
lean production is allowing participants to learn from mistakes, not to suffer punishment.

Letter from the President Management Update...
Management Update is published
periodically for clients and friends by
Svenson & Wallace, Inc., 1733 Park
Street, Suite 201, Naperville, IL
60563. Voice: 708-416-3323. Fax:

708-416-9770.

The purpose of this newsletter is to
share specific applications of

performance technology in order to
improve quality and productivity in

organizations. Copyright © 1992 by
Svenson & Wallace, Inc., unless

otherwise noted. All rights reserved.

Raynold A. Svenson, President
Karen M. Wallace, Vice President

Paradigm

A pattern, example, or model.

- Webster's

Most of you are now or will be involved in the shift to the new paradigm. We want our clients to be aware of the shift

and its implications for jobs and organizations. Future articles in Management Update will cover the new paradigm in more

detail. In the meantime, in this issue you'11 find out about two books - The Machine that Changed the World and America

and the New Economy - that help explain what is occurring.

As the new paradigm sweeps across the business world, we look forward to the next few years as being especially excit-

ing times for all of us!
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For Training Project Management

The Detailed Project Plan
by Guy W. Wallace

I believe that trainers need to plan well to help ensure

that a training project meets all of the internal training

organization's and external customer's criteria. However,
many trainers resist developing plans detailing their projects.

The rationale? The plan is too subject to change to be worth
the effort of planning at a detailed level.

My personal view is that most (not all) project plans

that are subject to many changes were probably not very

good plans in the first place. Or, if they were good training

project plans, they were poorly sold to the customer, and

changes occurred because they were not the customer's plan

as well.

It's fact that many trainers either avoid making detailed
plans, or making any plans at all. However, I believe in

detailed planning because the process forces me to think
through:

All of the key tasks required
The prerequisite activities for key tasks

The key outputs/deliverables.
These are critical for the planning process.

With a good plan, I can better anticipate potential issues

and problems. I can build strategies and tactics right into the

plan to preemptively deal with those issues and problems.
My project plan is critical for spelling out the details of the

intended project - all the whats, whens, wheres, whos and
whys.

Most trainers are able to conduct a detailed task analy-

sis; they should very easily be able to construct a detailed

listing of tasks to conduct one of their ow 11 projects. A
trainer could even pretend to be conducting a task analysis

exercise on him- or herself, being both interviewer and inter-
viewee.

What is a detailed plan good for? It can:
Provide direction to all personnel involved in the

project, including the customer's personnel

Allow tracking of the planned schedule and costs in
close to real time

Help the project get back on track if something starts to
derail it.

Most importantly, if

approached correctly the

planning process can be
used to get customer buy-in.
The best way to do this is to create a rough draft of the plan
after obtaining the customer's input. Let the customer

review and edit the plan. Let the customer own the plan. We

should think of the project as the customer's project, and

ourselves as implementors of the project.

The project plan should contain the information

described in the eight sections below. The content can be
organized and presented in many different manners, but

plans containing this kind of detail have served us well as
we've completed training projects over the last ten years.

[Continues on the next page]

I
I

Narratives

1. Project purpose
2. Background
3. Scope
4.0utputsl
Deliverables

5. Methodology
6. Roles
7. Budget/Resource
Requirements

8. Schedule matrix
-

The Eight Sections of a
Detailed Project Plan
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The Detailed Project Plan, continued

1. Purpose
This section deals with the what of the project. It

. presents a very short statement reflecting the ultimate end

objectiveis) for the project, expressed in a manner such

as: "The purpose of the proposed project is to ... {fill in the
blank}."

2. Background
This section expands on the rationale for conducting

the project, the why. Why this project, why now, why for
this target audience(s), etc? This section usually ties the

project to the business conditions and initiatives driving
the project.

3. Scope
This section identifies the who of the project, the

target audience(s) that will be addressed. It also establish-

es the breadth and width of the project, including the

project boundaries. The scope must be well understood

early in the project so as not to create false expectations.
It is vital that this section of the plan be easily under-

stood by all customer segments (including executive

management). Poorly managed customer expectations at

this early stage almost certainly guarantee disappoint-

ments at the end of the project.

4. Approach
This section outlines the various methodologies and

mechanics to be employed in conducting the project.

What is the general or primary method to be used? What are
the secondary methods? How will these methods be used -

for data gathering, data reviews, design efforts, design
reviews, etc? If you intend to use surveys, individual inter-

views, group-process interviews, document reviews, and so

forth, spell those out here. Use this section to avoid surpris-

es as to how you conduct the project.

5. Project Phases & Milestones
This section provides an overview of the phases and

milestones used in the project plan. We use the six phases
shown in the diagram below.

Shown in this way, it's apparent that we're dealing with

a process. Our detailed plans are one way we maintain

control over the course development process, specifically

control over:
Quality

Cost
Schedule.

In fact, we use .detailed plans in all our projects, not just for
training development projects.

6. Outputs/ Deliverables
This section outlines the specific, key outputs to be

produced during the project. A detailed description of each

output should be included. The use of the output during the
project and after the project should be spelled out.

[Continues on the next page]

Phase I

Project Phases (Section 5)
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The Detailed Project Plan, continued

7. Roles & Responsibilities
This section presents the roles and corresponding

responsibilities for all groups or teams involved in the

project. Typical roles and responsibilities are shown in the

sample page for Section 8, below. (Of course, not all pro-
jects are organized by group or team. In those cases, the

roles would be changed and the responsibilities assigned to
other individuals or parties.)

8. Project Tasks/ Roles/ Schedule
For all project phases, this section presents the project

tasks, estimated time requirements per role, and the estimat-

ed schedule for tasks. A sample page from this section is

shown below.

Is Detailed Planning for You?
Our clients have told us that our planning process is

one of the things that differentiates us from other consulting

and training organizations. In fact, some clients have

adapted this approach and format for their own use.

In our experience, the detailed project plan serves train-
ers well. It can help trainers and customers alike come to a

clear, consensus view of the project and its intent.

My advice? Plan for the details. Plan for execution.

Plan for success. I

Estimated Days Required

Project Tasks Svenson & Wallace. Inc. ABC Corporation Schedule

Other
GW PH TK PS PM PT PP (each) Start End

I. Identify. contact. and recruit three to five "Project Team" - - - - 2.0-3.0 - - -
members for the Working Committee to provide input.
critique. and support to the Analysis. Design. Development.
and Pilot Testing effort

2. Coordinate logistics for task 4 .25 - - - 1.0 - - -
· Room arrangements

· Equipment arrangements

· Invitations and information to attendees

· Meal/refreshments

· Final confirmation of invited attendees' intentions to
attend

3. Prepare to conduct task 4 1.0 2.0 - 2.0 - - - -
· Meeting process design

· Presentation preparation

· "Straw" models/starter prototypes for use in task 4

KEY Svenson & Wallace Inc. ABC COIporation

GW = Guy Wallace PM= Project Manager
PH = Pete Hybert PT = Project Team
TK = Terri Knicker PP = Pilot Participants
PS = Production Staff

Sample Page, Plan Section 8
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Case Study: The Long Shot Golf Club Company
The Long Shot Golf Club Company needed help. The company manufactures the woods that golfers use from the tee

and for longer shots. Two hundred and fifty people in five work centers turn out the clubs for the profitable company,
which has instituted 100% quality control. Their problem? Their scrap rate - a whopping 54%.

Looking for someone to help them address their problem, Long Shot's board of directors invites two consulting com-

panies to submit proposals for the work, the TQM Quality Company and the HPT Performance Company. The proposals

from the two companies are oriented, naturally, to the worlds ofTQM and HPT.

TOM Proposal
1. Set up production quality lead team
2. Do process flowchart
3. Pareto analysis
4. Cause/effect analysis
5. Benchmarking (maybe)
6. Develop/ implement improvements
7. Measure

"

A trifle confused by jargon but flush with cash thanks to the yuppie golf boom, Long Shot decides to go with both
consulting firms. The companies' initial findings are surprisingly similar.

TOM Findings
1. Bad wood machined before being rejected
2. Unclear standards for aesthetic appearance
3. Workers knowingly passing along bad product
4. No information to workers on errors or costs

HPT Proposal
1. Set up project committee
2. Process mapping
3. Identify performance improvement potential

(PIP)
4. Performance analysis
5. Cause analysis
6. Develop and implement solutions
7. Measure results

HPT Findings
1. Bad wood machined before being rejected
2. Unclear standards for aesthetic appearance
3. Workers knowingly passing along bad product
4. No information to workers on errors or costs

So far, so good. However, the recommendations based on the findings aren't quite as consistent.

TOM Recommendations
1. Establish measurable standards
2. Institute Statistical Process Control
3. Empower operators to inspect
4. Provide quality training
5. Organize Workplace Improvement

HPT Recommendations
1. Establish measurable standards
2. Create job aids
3. Set up a reward system
4. Redesign jobs
5. Establish job skills training and qualification

system

The Long Shot board of directors is temporarily stymied by the differences in recommendations. The board forces the

two consulting company presidents into a conference room equipped with a flip-chart, telling them not to emerge without a
set of integrated recommendations. Professionals that they are, the consultants do the client's bidding.

[Continues on the next page}
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Long Shot, continued

Integrated Recommendations
1. Establish measurable standards
2. Institute Statistical Process Control
3. Redesign jobs with empowerment built in
4. Implement a comprehensive job skills and quality training system with supporting job aids
5. Design and implement a performance management system based on feedback, rewards,

selection, qualification
6. Design team structure

The integration process reveals that both TQM and HPT recommend establishing measurable standards, for example
for productivity, scrap, or product appearance. No problem with that point. The second TQM point, as it turns out, simply

means defining process parameters and eliminating variables to bring the process under control. The third TQM point is
embodied under the fourth HPT recommendation; inspections would be built into jobs instead of into "gated" QC. Quality
training and job skills training are certainly easy to integrate. And TQM's desire for workplace improvement teams trans-

lates into problem solving by suitably empowered groups.

The Long Shot execs are satisfied with the integrated recommendations. They implement the findings, perform a lev-
eraged buy-out, and all retire happily to the country club on the increased earnings from a much more efficient manufac-
turing operation. I

Long Shot: The Real Story

7
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The Long Shot Golf Club story is real.

Ten years ago a major golf club company asked me to develop a supervisory training program. I asked for and
received permission to spend a couple of days talking to the workforce. Our findings in the case study were taken from

that mini-analysis. Here are the causes of each of the findings.

Unclear Standards. The incoming quality inspector was accepting bad wood and letting it go through the first work

process. At the first quality checkpoint, it would be rejected. The cause? There were only two suppliers of the type of
wood needed. The inspector was afraid that if he returned a shipment, service from the supplier would degrade.

Inappropriate Feedback. At the first quality checkpoint, more than 30% of the clubs were rejected, many for aesthetic

reasons. The cause? When a quality inspector rejected less than 30%, his or her accuracy was questioned by the super-

visor. In other words, management expected inspectors to reject 30% or more automatically.
Poor Consequences. One employee was making hundreds of golf balls with one flat side. The cause? The employee

was being paid by the piece, regardless of quality. Shutting down the machine meant a consequence of no pay at all.
Inadequate Feedback. Because performance data was maintained at the work unit level, not the employee level,

workers received little or no information about their performance.

Whose fault was all of this poor quality? The workers? Management?

Quality guru Deming attributes 80% of workplace problems to managment. At Long Shot, workers were doing what

was human, that is, performing in accordance with the consequences to them of the actions they took. No adverse conse-

quences for flat balls? No reward for a high percentage of acceptable balls? Don't blame the worker.
The point? Management must take a human perspective in planning and controlling work. And that's the perspective

that we hope HPT brings to the arena of organizational effectiveness.



Long Shot: What Does It Mean for HPT?

HPT TOM

° Performance goals ····r ° Performance goals

° Goal analysis ° Ouality Function"'l Deployment

° Exemplars ° BenchmarksIT° Performance analysis ° Cause/effect analysis

° Process mapping 11 ° Flowcharting

oMBO ° Policy deployment

HPT and TOM Parallels

The Long Shot case shows how
many HPT concepts, tools, and methods

have parallels in the TQM world, as
shown on the right. However, some HPT

tools and methods are unique to HPT, of
course - knowledge mapping, for

example, or the entire bag of tricks under
the label of "training."

The fact that HPT can help achieve
TQM goals means that HPT professionals

have the option of building relationships
with TQM professionals. Currently, both

camps vie for the same customer. But
with the ability to add value to the TQM

effort, HPT professionals can initiate new relationships,
for example that of supplier to TQM as customer.

Eventually - for those who choose to neither fight nor
quit - the goal becomes that of joint partnership between

TQM and HPT in serving the organizational customer. See

the relationships in the figure on the right.

What's the approach to forming this partnership? The

first step is knowing the customers. The SPIN@ approach

is handy here - analyze the situation, figure out what the

customer's problems are, determine the implications, and

establish needs/payoffs. The second step is knowing TQM
- learning its tools, techniques, and concepts; analyzing

its strengths and weaknesses. And the third step is devel-

oping a business plan for the formation of the partnership.

Such a business plan will have three phases. The first

is sharing -- sharing concepts and tools, sharing business

plans, and sharing observations and demonstrations of
each other's tools and techniques. For example, invite the

TQM crowd to one of your performance analysis group
meetings. The second phase involves joint trial applica-

tions preceded by joint team planning. And the third phase

is establishing the partnership and initiating projects com-

bining the resources of both HPT and TQM professionals
to achieve their mutual goal of enhancing organizational

effectiveness.

At April's NSPI Conference. Karen Wallace and Ray
Svenson presented a session entitled "Integrating

r::::--l HPT and TOM as Competitors

~"""""""""""""""""""""""111

'/,""',"",""'"" III.Q.ustome~

111111111'
HPT as Supplier to TOMIIllill!I!lmm""B'''Gustomet:)

HPT and TOM as Partners

TOM
.......................II'.~ustome~

The Customer/Supplier Relationship

Performance Technology and Total Quality Management."
This article is based on that presentation. Copies of the pre-

sentation materials from that session are available on
request. Svenson and Wallace is also prepared to present the

session to local or regional NSPI gatherings by arrangement.

SPIN@ is a registered trademark of our friends at Huthwaite
Inc. We recommend their work in sales skills training. I
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Two Books About the New Paradigm of Work
The Machine that Changed the World - The Story
of Lean Production

First published in 1990, the principles in this book are

being taken to heart by American corporations. The book is
an overview of an MIT-coordinated study on the automo-

bile industry from its origins to the present. The study was

sponsored by most of the major auto companies in the

world and by an impressive collection of government agen-
cies from the producing countries.

The book delineates three paradigms of production:
craft, mass, and "lean." In the craft paradigm, skilled crafts-

people build expensive custom product using relatively low-
cost, flexible machinery. Cars may look alike, but parts are

not interchangeable.

In the mass paradigm, developed by Henry Ford, work

is finely differentiated so that a relatively low-skilled work-
force using expensive, inflexible capital equipment can

build cars more quickly and less expensively than was
possible in the craft paradigm. Supporting the assembly

line is usually a large administrative bureaucracy and a
high level of vertical integration.

What's lean production? It's "a manufacturing system
that results in a better, more cost-efficient product, higher

productivity, and greater customer satisfaction." It's a

system that operates in stark contrast to mass production.
After World War II, the Japanese auto industry (most

notably Toyota), developed the lean production paradigm in
order to compete in the world-wide marketplace. Lacking the

production volume required to support the expensive capital
equipment used by Detroit, and partnered with a workforce

that wouldn't tolerate mindless labor, innovators concentrat-

ed instead on the methods that came to be known as lean

production. The paradigm incorporates teamwork, empower-

ment at the lowest possible level, the elimination of waste,

supplier partnership, and attention to quality and reliability.

It mandates careful analysis of customer needs, the design of

product to meet those needs, and manufacturing with lower-
cost but flexible machinery.

The book's conclusion: the superiority of the new pro-
duction paradigm enables its practitioners to deliver high-

quality product at a lower cost with shorter lead-times.
What's it all add up to? Better, cheaper, and faster. Lean

production is a paradigm that will spread far beyond the auto
industry.

The Machine that Changed the World - The Story of Lean
Production. By James P. Womack, Daniel T. Jones, and
Daniel Roos. Softbound version published by Harper
Perennial in 1991.

America and the New Economy

This book examines the shifting paradigm of work as it

spreads from the auto industry into other sectors of the
economy. The author is an economist and Executive
Director of the Institute of Workplace Learning of the

American Society for Training and Development (ASTD).

His research suggests that the new paradigm (which he calls

"the new economy") is flexible enough to be applied to
almost any industry, just as the mass production paradigm

swept across all sectors in the first half of this century.

More so than The Machine, this book covers human
performance implications - critical skill sets required by
the new paradigm, the new responsibilities of managers, and

the new responsibilities of workers. The book is divided into

four parts:
The New Competitive Reality
People and Organizations in the New Economy

Job and Skill Demands in the New Economy
Strategies for Competitive Success.
The book's conclusions are that the paradigm represent-

ed by lean production will be the essence of a new
economy, and that companies failing to adapt will certainly

be at a severe competitive disadvantage, if indeed they
survive at all.

America and the New Economy. By Anthony Patrick
Carnevale. Published by Jossey-Bass in 1991.
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FIRST IN A SERIES

Professional Profile - Ray Svenson
Ray Svenson says that he was in high school when he

got his first taste of what it would be like to have his own

business - and that it became one of his enduring goals.

It was a year when he was in his teens and there

wasn't enough summer work to earn money. His father
suggested that Ray paint their house. Word of mouth and

referrals gave him other house-painting jobs, and he and

his brother found themselves with a business that carried

them through that high school summer season.
It carried him through college summer seasons, too, as

he pursued a BS in Electrical Engineering from Michigan

Technological University. Surrounded on three sides by

the waters of Lake Superior, the campus in Michigan's

Upper Peninsula attracted Ray because he felt he could get
a good education there and still be near the woods. To

further his education with a graduate degree, Ray accepted

Cal Tech's offer of a full scholarship (along with an assis-

tantship to pay expenses).

Graduating with a Master's in Electrical Engineering,

Ray was recruited by AT&T's Chuck Elmendorf, who

would become one of Ray's mentors during Ray's years

with the company. Ray was able to put his degree to work

at Bell Labs as a bench engineer working in microwave
systems development. His second assignment there gave

him experience in systems engineering. In those assign-

ments and later ones, Ray's technical and management

skills were shaped by the tutelage Elmendorf gave.

After four years at the Labs it was on to an assignment

in technology planning for the Engineering Department at

AT&T corporate headquarters, looking for ways to push

technology into the operating telephone company environ-
ment. During this period, also, was a stint where Ray was

managing a group responsible for voice and data quality
standards, applying statistical quality techniques to the

entire AT&T network.
Ray's next AT&T assignment was at the Bell System

Center for Technical Education (BSCTE, now BellCore

TEC) in Lisle, Illinois, as Dean of Planning, Methods, and

At his desk but not always this formal. Oepending on visitors, Ray
and staff can be much more casual.

Results. Under another mentor, BSCTE's Director Chuck

Sener, Ray got his first exposure to Human Performance
Technology as he led a talented group to:

Set up and operate planning systems for training

Establish methods (business processes) for creating
and delivering training

Assess results of the training - identifying perfor-

mance measures, then capturing and reporting performance

data.

Ray says that one of the most important things he got

from Sener was a sense of the importance of customer

involvement in the training process. One of Sener's gifts

was a concept that later evolved into that of the training

system advisory (governance) structure. In this arrange-
ment, the customer decides issues such as what gets devel-

oped, how much it should cost, and what the development
priorities should be.

Working still in the technical arena at BSCTE but no

longer working directly with engineers, Ray began his

exploration of management theory and organizational

theory. He also learned how systems engineering tech-

[Continues on the next page]
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Profile, continued

niques can be applied to training, and how engineering
principles could help improve organizational performance.

Ray saw an opportunity to enter the management

consulting field in 1978, as he was finishing six years of

work at BSCTE. Seeing that many large companies lacked

the kind of training systems implemented by AT&T, he

sensed an opportunity to fulfill his long-term goal and get
into business for himself.

Although he handled his early consulting work alone
and under his own name, in January of 1982 he was joined

by Karen Wallace, and in 1988 Ray and Karen changed
the company name to Svenson & Wallace to reflect the

partnership and the synergy existing between them.
Today the work of Svenson & Wallace spans a variety

of disciplines and industry groups, including manufactur-

ing, petroleum, telecommunications, finance and service.

Particularly satisfying to Ray are projects like a current
effort for the World Bank that involves rewriting training

policy affecting the organization's international and cultur-

ally diverse workforce.

Also satisfying was the redesign of the engineering
organization at a division of long-time client Alcoa as part

of the company's transition to the new work paradigm (see
I

Ray's letter on page 2). Noting the paradigm shift from

mass production to lean production, Ray observes, "We
have value to add in helping companies make that

change."
Ray's responsibilities can take him away from home

three to five days in a week that usually stretches to 60
hours without counting travel time. Ray's favorite methods

of relaxation involve getting back to the water or the

woods. Salmon fishing on Lake Michigan is one way to

relax. Another is breaking away a few times a year to a

family cottage in northern Wisconsin, or perhaps to the

Everglades.
A new family tradition finds Ray back-packing with

his two older daughters in whatever mountains happen to
be convenient. (The back-packers look forward to the time

when daughter number three, the youngest, will be able to
join the sojourns.) Although Ray feels that he gave his

daughters an interest in the outdoors, he claims that they

Where's Ray? Somewhere in the Svenson & Wallace offices on
the right half of the second floor.

have mentored him when it comes to backpacking.
As his various mentors have given to him, Ray tries to

give back some of his own expertise. One way he does that
for the profession is through his work with the NSPI

endowment fund, which will create a foundation to help not-
for-profit organizations - schools, law enforcement agen-
cies, etc - improve performance.

Another way Ray is able to "give back" to the profes-

sion is through publishing the things he's learned and
applied over the years. His book The Training and

Development Strategic Plan Workbook (co-authored by
Nikki Rinderer and published by Prentice-Hall) is a distilla-

tion of some of that experience. Another book, a work in
progress under contract with AMACOM, is based on the

quality roadmap embodied in his recent work with the
Council for Continuous Improvement (see the last issue of
Management Update); it has a tentative publication date in
the Fall of 1993 and will be authored by Ray, Karen
Wallace, and Guy Wallace.

Fourteen years after starting the business, Ray says that

the company's current size and track have been rewarding,

and that he likes working with a small group of talented

colleagues on projects that take them from places like the

tundra of Alaska to factory floors where fighter planes are

built. His broad goal for the business is to enhance the
firm's reputation as one that can help other organizations

make significant transitions into more effective and stream-
lined ways of operating. I
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About Us

News From Svenson & Wallace
An article by Guy Wallace has been chosen for

inclusion in the Training and Development Yearbook.
The annual Prentice-Hall publication compiles the year's

best training and development articles. Guy's article,
"Costing Out a Training Project," originally appeared in

Technical & Skills Training.
In the same yearbook, and for the second year in a

row, Nikki Rinderer has had an article selected to

appear. "The Process Overview Course: Keystone of

Your Manufacturing Curriculum" originally appeared in

the October, 1991 issue of Performance and Instruction
Journal. Last year's Yearbook included an article of

Nikki's from the March, 1990 issue of the same journal;

the article was "A Guide to Good Overheads." Call us
for a copy of any of these articles by Guy or Nikki.

Work-in-progress: In late July, Terri Knicker and

Pete Hybert will pilot a three-day course for program

managers at a major computer manufacturer. The course
combines generic TQM awareness training with job- and

application-specific TQM tools and techniques. This

project extends our previous experience in the area of

courseware for teams. Similar past projects include one
for team leaders at an aircraft builder and one for project
managers at a telecommunications company. In each

case we have been able to simplify the job-based appli-

cation of a multitude of tools (financial, quality, etc). In

each case we have provided models and simulation

activities to allow course participants to obtain a realis-

tic, integrated picture of the demands of a complex job

and to learn and apply the skills required by that job.

Call Guy for more information about these projects.

Presentation materials are available from Pete
Hybert's NSPI session in Miami on training, documenta-

tion, and support planning for new products. Materials

are also available from the HPT-TQM session by Ray

Svenson and Karen Wallace.
Appearances coming up: Guy and Ray give a full-

day pre-conference workshop on October 13th at
ASTD's National Technical and Skills Training

Conference in Detroit. The advanced-level workshop is

called "Accelerating Front-End Analysis Using a Group

Process Technique." Ray and Guy contend that front-end

analysis - including traditional methods such as interviews,

observations, and surveys - can be streamlined, and they

use workshop teams to show how. Registration until
September 23rd is through ASTD at 703-683-8174.

On November 12th, Ray presents at AutoFact, a manu-

facturing engineering conference in Detroit. The topic:
world class training systems.

Karen is now making her "Process Improvement

Workshop" available to companies for in-house (non-public)

presentation. She has presented the workshop several times

at different companies and customizes the workshop for
each client's application. One client has since run its own

workshop for its manufacturing specifications process. As a
result of the workshop, cycle time dropped from 45 to 13

days and the error rate fell from 50% to 2%. Previously

comprising 50% to 60% of the relevant job, writing the

manufacturing specs now comprises only 25%. More infor-
mation on this workshop is available from Karen Wallace.

Karen has recently been recruited by Cornell ~
University's School of Industrial and Labor Relations to

deliver a two-day TQM workshop during the October and

March sessions.
The CCI roadmap described in the last issue of

Management Update has been finalized; call us for a copy.

Finally, Rob Prater, the answering voice of Svenson &
Wallace to many of you who have called on the phone, has

left to serve as a missionary in Mexico and South America.

He has our sincere best wishes for his endeavors. I

Next Time in Management Update
Coming up in the Fall issue:

• Training Advisory (Governance) Systems-
establishing the linkage to the customer and
enhancing the training development process

• The next in a series of "family profiles"

• Other articles and news from Svenson &
Wallace - for the improvement of quality and
productivity. \....../-
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